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The Cat Empire - Midnight
Tom: G

    Em                                    G
Only when the lights are dim will you see me shine
  Em                                       G
When all the beautiful people let their spirit fly
               Am
Look in their eyes
                C   D
Look in their eyes
 Em                                              G
At midnight the dance floor brings out all her kings and
queens
 Em                                    G
Leave everything behind this is your place to be
                            Am
Look at them rise
               C   D
Look at them rise

            Em
If you want it
            G
Go and get it
                       Am
In the middle of the night
                        C  D
In the middle of the night
               Em
The beat is calling
                  G
The lights are falling
                           Am
Through the middle of the night
                        C  D
In the middle of the night

Em                               G
When the beat stops I see your shadow there
Em                                             G
The moment between two breaths, the lights are in your hair
              Am
Look in her eyes
              C  D
Look in her eyes
Em                      G
Music does something to me
Em                                   G

I'm not the person that you think I am you see
                  Am
I've always been shy
                  C  D
I've always been shy

        Em
If you want it
        G
Go and get it
                       Am
In the middle of the night
                        C  D
In the middle of the night
               Em
The beat is calling
                  G
The lights are falling
                            Am
Through the middle of the night
                            C    D
Through the middle of the night

Em            G
So take my hand
Em          G
Take my hand
             Am
Look at us rise
             C  D
Look at us rise
 Em
If you want it
            G
Go and get it
                       Am
In the middle of the night
                        C  D
In the middle of the night
               Em
The beat is calling
                  G
The lights are falling
                           Am
Through the middle of the night
                        C  D
In the middle of the night
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